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Abstract
The present paper has mainly the aim to formulate a quantum neurological model of brain dynamics during perception and cognition of ambiguous figures here including the case of the Dalmatian dog. First of all, we summarize our previous experimental and theoretical studies, evidencing as the basic conceptual foundations of quantum mechanics enter in a decisive manner in
explaining the basic functions of brain dynamics at perceptive and cognitive level and at the level
of our consciousness. This is done in detail in Sections 2 and 3 where we discuss also the role of
the so called quantum interference effect and we include here the results of an our recent experiment confirming the role of quantum theory and of its quantum interference effect also at perceptive-cognitive and awareness levels. In Section 4, following our previous study, we consider the so
called Mach-Zehnder interferometer. It is a physical device that is employed in quantum mechanical experiments in order to analyze such quantum interference effect. Soon after the discussion of this device, we proceed with the elaboration of a detailed quantum neurological model in
the sense that we consider the brain regions identified in V1; V2/V3/V4 and A20 and we obtain
that they may behave just as the beam splitters involved in the Mach-Zehnder quantum mechani*
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cal interferometer. In this manner, we formulate a model of V1; V2/V3/V4, A20 brain dynamics as
a Mach-Zehnder interferometer and such model delineates a proposed neurological mechanism
explaining perception-cognition and awareness in humans under the input of ambiguous figures
and in the particular case of the Dalmatian dog.
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1. Introduction
In recent decades, neuroscientists have tried to solve the so-called mind-body problem from different disciplines,
developing experimental research in healthy human subjects, in neurological or psychiatric patients, and in some
animal models [1]. Their findings suggest that the conscious world that appears to the viewer is the result of
complex processes of integration of signals from multiple sensory modalities performed by the cortex. In this
respect, visual phenomenal consciousness is by far the most experimentally investigated aspect. This sense allows us to obtain vast information about different aspects of our world, such as the spatial dimensions of our
surroundings or the emotions of others. As humans are mainly visual animals, a prime interest in neuroscience
revolves around understanding the function of the visual system, including different aspects such as cognition,
the neural substrates serving the visual sense and developing physical models of visual information processing.
Although tremendous efforts have been made to explain how the brain is able to generate a conscious visual
percept, we are still far from a scientific explanation. The reason is clear: consciousness poses special characteristics that are not encountered in other domains of science, that is, to connect a description of brain processes
with our own individual experience. In this regard, we consider crucial to try to identify the physical laws that
could underlie the neurological processes resulting in the emergence of consciousness. In this regard, quantum
mechanics has made different proposals [2]-[4]. Some focused on the function of quantum processes in the microtubules of neurons [5], the analysis of quantum coherent oscillations in neuronal signaling [6] or the development of a quantum mechanical model to explain conscious perception during binocular rivalry [7], the relationship between scale relativity and fractal medium structures with Quantum Potential [8] [9] among others.
Starting with 1983 and particularly by theoretical and experimental studies that we initiated in 2003 and currently continued until today, we investigated the possible role of quantum mechanics analyzing the possibility
that mental states follow quantum mechanics during perception and cognition. We studied in particular the ambiguous figures, the Stroop effect, some cognitive anomaly as the conjunction fallacy, the priming effect, the integration of emotions and cognition in children. We give a preliminary list of some results here [10]-[38].
Let us sketch briefly the status of the matter.
Presently brain sciences are going through a very important conflict. From one hand, we have neuroscience.
This discipline is giving every day new basic knowledge also thanking neuro-imaging contributions. Unexpected fundamental results neuroscience is giving constantly. However, in spite of such relevant results, it does
not arrive to give the most expected result that is to explain the actual nature of mental entities. On the other
hand, we have the empirical results of the psychology. Also in this case, we have constant new contributions but
often they result conflicting with those of neuroscience. In this way, the situation is that in the middle between
neuroscience and psychology there is the darkness that has to be overcome by the presence of a bridge that
should be represented by a new model. Quantum mechanics is not a possible candidate but the basic foundation
to represent this model not by speculations, not by epistemological considerations, not for tentative and attempts
but because the science of quantum mechanics demonstrates that this is the case. This is the scientific background that legitimates the advent of quantum cognition.
In order to reach the objective to cover the dark gap existing presently between neurological contributions
from one hand and psychological empirical results from the other hand, we need to elaborate detailed formulations where first of all we identify the basic neurological mechanisms and consequently we delineate detailed
and convincing quantum neurological models explaining the involved mechanisms. In order to follow this line,
we started in 2011 [15] [16] where for the first time we introduced the Mach-Zehnder interferometer to explain
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perception and cognitive function in brain.
Using such interferometer approach, in the present paper we present, for the first time, a quantum model explaining the mechanism of perception and cognition at a neurological level in ambiguous figures, trying to
bridge the gap existing between both scientific approaches. In the following section, we summarize the basic
results we obtained previously in this field to finally give a detailed explanation of the quantum neurological
model proposed here.

2. Introductory Remarks on the Role of Quantum Mechanics in
Perception and Cognition in Humans
Perception is the mechanism by which our brain captures stimuli and information arising from our external or
inner material and non-material world. According to Jansen [22] [39] extra-mental reality can only be perceived
by the brain with the help of our sense organs which transmit all information with the help of physical factors
from extra-mental reality, such as electromagnetic waves for the eyes or other physical factors for all other sense
organs. Such sense organs transform these factors into neural activity, an integrative process called sensory
transduction that allows the brain to construct a mental representation of extra-mental reality. Light enters the
eye as electromagnetic waves and stimulates sensory neurons in the retina, which transforms the physical stimulation into depolarization of neurons and transmits their information to specialized brain regions. Mechanical
waves enter the ear and stimulate specialized receptors, which transmit their activation to specialized regions in
other brain regions. All sensory organs function in a similar way, since they are stimulated by physical factors
and transmit their activity to their corresponding special brain regions.
The key is in the following basic statement: with information perceived by all sensory organs, the brain constructs a mental representation of extra-mental reality.
Let us continue with Jansen’s elaboration: if the perception organs are inactivated, i.e. by closing the eyes or
the ears, there is no longer any direct physical contact between the extra-mental reality and its mental representation in the brain, hence, no observation of extra-mental physical events is still possible. We can say that the
brain, in this situation, is isolated from its outside environment and works only with its memory, that is, with
past perceptions encoded and retrieved. The distinction between sensory perception through direct physical contact with the extra-mental reality and memorized perceptions of the past is very important, since pure bottom-up
perception from sensory organs to the brain remain unchanged, but not its cognitive aspects; for example, the
intensity of powerful light flashes or intolerable noise which cannot be voluntarily changed, whereas perceptions
of the same events after their memorization become modifiable (i.e. forgotten or recalled a day later) and no
longer induce the same feelings of pain. Since these memorized past perceptions can be cognitively modified,
they allow rearrangements in the representation of extra-mental reality by arranging new situations, which no
longer correspond to prior perceived extra-mental reality. Therefore, these functions are essential for arranging
the future by reorganizing past memory perceptions in a different way and projecting them in the mind into the
future, which is, in turn, generally indeterminate; hence can only be arranged with potentiality or, in other words,
by performing simultaneous superposition of possible alternatives happening in accord to a field of probabilities.
We have to repeat here the basic statement: since the future is generally constructed in our mind with indetermination, it can only be arranged with potentiality and this term means by performing simultaneous superposition of possible alternatives happening in accord to a field of probabilities. The potentiality realized by simultaneous superposition of intrinsically indeterminate alternatives and the connected field of probabilities, regulating
such intrinsic indetermination of the existing alternatives, directly connect the structure of the abstract mental
entities around which our brain functions, as repeatedly outlined in the past from Margenau and Eccles [13] [40]
[41]. So we have to consider several alternatives or possibilities existing simultaneously—although with different
probabilities—which correspond, in humans, to mental superposition for the prediction of an unknown future.
Brain has different peculiar features, the most original one is that it constantly attempts to realize predictions
about the future and in such operation brain moves with intrinsic indetermination.
Let us consider that a given mental condition admits two alternatives (i.e. an input that gives indetermination
to a subject in its understanding). It may be perceived and understood as + or − before to reach a final
decision as it happens as example in the case of Figure 1.
The subject is consequently posed in a condition of intrinsic and contextual indetermination-a mental statethat emerges as a result of a potential simultaneous superposition of two alternatives: Mental State = c1 + + c2 −
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Figure 1. Are the two circles equal?
2

2

being c1 and c2 probability amplitudes. The square modulus c1 and c2 give the probabilities that, being the subject under such condition of simultaneous superposition of alternatives with intrinsic indetermination,
soon after, will, at conscious level, decide to select alternative + or − .
As mentioned above, every time the subject is posed in a condition of intrinsic indetermination and, therefore,
will realize a mental state whose counterpart is a quantum superposition of alternatives and, finally, at perceptive and cognitive level, will select one of the two alternative probabilistically with a dynamics that is dependent
from the context in which it operates. Consequently, quantum probability field is the abstract mental entity regulating our decisional processes.
Therefore, according to this principle of quantum superposition, the mental state of the subject realizes for a
certain time a condition of intrinsic indetermination and a simultaneous superposition of alternatives.
In detail in the case of Figure 1 we write:

=
Mental State c1 equal circles + c2 not equal circles
Following such superposition within a given time, the subject with a certain probability will select only one of
the two alternative: he/she will decide and his/her mental state will be

the two circles are equal or the two circles are not equal
His/her initial perceptive cognitive function of AND will translate in the final perceptive-cognitive condition
of OR in his/her consciousness.
In summary,
a) After a linear superposition of different alternatives, the subject will consciously perceives and cognitively
deliberate about one and only one between the two potential outcomes.
b) He/she will deliberate with a certain contextually dependent probability.
In quantum mechanics, we define the collapse of the wave function as the acting mechanism that induces such
AND/OR transitions and the basic importance of our formulation resides in the fact that we must be able to evidence that our consciousness responds just to such basic quantum mechanical foundations and, in particular, to
the superposition quantum principle and connected rules of probabilities.
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In order to provide such evidence we have to introduce some considerations about the mechanism of perception. As explained in detail elsewhere [18] [19] [22] the human eye shows high levels of sensitivity, even to
perceive a single photon. But not all the inputs reach consciousness; to avoid visual noise, perception filters
make a selection that begins in the retina, specifically at the cone and rod levels. The former are responsible for
color vision, being much less sensitive to low light than the rods and showing a high activity in bright light
(photopic vision). When we enter a dark room, the eyes first adapt by opening up the iris to allow more light in.
Over a period of about 30 minutes, other chemical adaptations make the rods become sensitive to light at about a
10,000th of the level needed for the cones to work. After this time we see much better in the dark, but we have
very little colour vision (scotopic vision). Different authors have tested this phenomenon: Hecht, Schlaer and
Pirenne [42] concluded that the rods could respond to a single photon during scotopic vision while Baylor,
Lamb and Yau [43] were able to use toads’ rods placed into electrodes to show directly that they respond to single photons. Finally, our group recently published that binocular vision and/or binaural hearing raise interesting
explanations at the level of consciousness [18] [19] [22]. The active substance in the rods is rhodopsin. A single
photon can be absorbed by a single molecule that changes shape and chemically triggers a signal that is transmitted to the optic nerve. It is possible to test our visual sensitivity by using a very low level light source in a
dark room.
As Woo outlined just in 1981 [44], since the stimuli that the two eyes receive, are compared in the brain to
yield depth and motion, since the vision of split brain subjects shows clear left-right differences, we may conclude that we are subconsciously aware, some of time, of which eye sees which. This is the central point. In fact,
it follows immediately that we may perform an experiment in a dark room. We may arrange the signal so that it
reaches one and only one of our eyes. In the case, we are normally unaware which eye has actually seen the signal. In this condition we are forced to acknowledge that there is a state of the consciousness which corresponds
to a coherent superposition of seeing the signal by the right eye and seeing the same signal by the left eye. As
previously outlined the rods must be responding to single photons; since the light quantum coming into the left
eye would excite the left retina (which excitation can in turn be checked), it would seem that even in principle
there can be no interference between the wave function ψ r corresponding to seeing a flicker by excitation of
the right retina. A similar reasoning may be developed by us for ψ l . We have not so much alternatives in the
arising conclusion. The whole visual system is so tightly correlated that there exists a state of awareness ψ 0
which is a coherent superposition of ψ r and ψ l with the same energy for the total system.
The unquestionable conclusion is that consciousness responds to the rules of quantum mechanics.

3. On some Further Confirmations That Quantum Mechanics Holds at
Perceptive-Cognitive and Awareness Levels
As previously stated, in recent years our group has focused on the analysis of the role of quantum mechanics
during perception and cognition, conducted studies on the Stroop effect, cognitive anomalies (such as the conjunction fallacy), ambiguous figures, priming, and recently on the integration between cognition and emotion in
children.
Our results demonstrate an existing quantum interference effect that is peculiar only of quantum mechanics.
Briefly, we give a sensory input to a Group A of subjects by using a task that admits as answer a dichotomous
variable A, taking the possible two values, +1 or −1. The probabilities p ( A = +1) and p ( A = −1) are then
estimated. A second group of subjects (Group B) are involved in a different task, introducing a new variable B
with possible values B = +1 or B = −1, before submitting them to the task already proposed to Group A. In this
+1 / B =
+1) ,
case, the following probabilities may be estimated p ( B = +1) , p ( B = −1) , p ( A =

p( A =
+1 / B =
−1) , p ( A =
−1 / B =
+1) , and p ( A =
−1 / B =
−1) .
If we do not apply quantum mechanics during the perceptual and cognitive processes of subjects submitted to
the tasks, classical Bayes’s theorem must hold and we should obtain,

p( A =
+1) ( group A ) =
p(B =
+1) p ( A =
+1 / B =
+1) + p ( B =
−1) p ( A =
+1 / B =
−1) ( group B )
and a similarly expression for p ( A = −1) .
On the contrary, if we include in our analysis the superposition principle and quantum interference, confirming the role for quantum mechanics during the perception and the cognition, we have
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p( A =
+1) =
p(B =
+1) p ( A =
+1 / B =
+1) + p ( B =
−1) p ( A =
+1 / B =
−1)
+ 2 p(B =
+1) p ( A =
+1 / B =
+1) p ( A =
−1 / B =
+1) cos ϑ

which implies the presence of the quantum interference term

2 p(B =
+1) p ( A =
+1 / B =
+1) p ( A =
−1 / B =
+1) cos ϑ
and a similarly expression for p ( A = −1) .
We face a critical turning point; we have the possibility to discern if we are in presence of a mental dynamics
in which quantum mechanics has a basic role or, on the contrary, can be explained without it. If quantum mechanics has a role we have that the formula containing the quantum interference term is verified by experimental
data. If instead quantum mechanics has not a role we will verify that the classical Bayesan formula is verified.
In the present paper, we are concerned with the use of ambiguous figures. When we see an ambiguous figure
the brain makes a bet; as example, Figure 1, in which the subject has to decide if the two circles are equal or not.
We have a dichotomic variable A that may assume the value +1 if the subject in the end deliberates that the two
circles are equal, and assumes instead the value −1 if the subject deliberates that the two circles are not equal.
Usually, we make an immediate, context dependent choice (transition potentiality/actualization, collapse of the
wave function) and see it in either one way or the other. In detail, we uphold that it is important to return to recall the quantum foundations that we outlined previously: the fact that upon continued exposure the interpretation often oscillates back and forth, leads to the basic evidence that at some point the state of consciousness realizes the quantum superposition that we have previously recalled. This is precisely the quantum superposition
of the two modes that correspond to the different interpretations. It is the quantum superposisition of the potential alternatives that we have previously explained. They give interference effects arising from the two modes.
This is what in conclusion our experiments have always confirmed. First we have a quantum superposition of
states, that is to say, a quantum superposition of potential alternatives, the previous AND condition that we have
mentioned, followed soon after from a transition to OR ( the collapse of the wave function) in which only one of
the two coexisting alternatives is realized.
As further confirmation of our approach, we have here the possibility to introduce the results of an experiment
that we have recently conducted: a subject looks at a screen on which the ambiguous picture reported in Figure
1 is flashed. It has an intrinsic ambiguity that leads to intrinsic indetermination and thus to quantum superposition of potential mental states. (1+) and (1−). For the sake of simplicity we have arranged the experimental context in a particular experimental condition respect to the experiments that we performed previously: we selected
only normal subjects chosing the two alternatives with equal probability. We have p(1+) = 0.5 , p(1−) = 0.5. After a short time interval, we give to the subjects a second ambiguous figure with possible interpretations (2+) or
(2−). We have in this case conditional probabilities p(2+/1+). Algebraically we may express it by sen 2α . The
2
probability of chosing (2+) if the first choice was (1−) is p(2+/1−) and we may express it by sen β . Note that
we may determine p(2+/1+) and p(2+/1−) experimentally and in our experiments we obtain respectively p(2+/1+) =
0.35 and p(2+/1−) = 0.45.
Now we consider a fresh group of test subjects submitted to the first ambiguous figure followed by exposure
to the second ambiguous figure and we estimate the probability p(2+).
For the details of the experiment we mention here that we studied 300 normal subjects, 150 females and 150
men with age ranging from 25 to 30 years. According to the classical Bayesan approach we should obtain for
p(2+) the following value
p ( 2 + /1 + ) + p ( 2 + /1 − ) sen 2α + sen 2 β
= = 0.40
2
2

and instead we obtain the value 0.60.
The conclusion is that the classical probability rules are violated in this experiment. Quantum probability
rules hold. Quantum mechanics has a role in this experiment. In detail, the two interpretations, that are the two
alternatives of the first ambiguous figure, coexist (quantum mechanical superposition) in the consciousness of
the subjects and the two modes interfere in the subsequent interaction of the subject with the second ambiguous
figure.
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We have previously evidenced the particular role of quantum interference and, now, we must attempt to explicate that at the neurological level and at perceptive level we can formulate a detailed quantum neurological
model based on quantum interference that allows us to explain brain dynamics when using an ambiguous figure.
In order to reach this objective we have to re-examine some foundations of quantum mechanics with the finality to characterize in detail the model of reality that it delineates and how much it is distant from our traditional manner of conceiving it.
Let us start discussing a device (see Figure 2).
In the device represented in Figure 2, we can see an orange marble. Represented in blue, there are two equal
separators with the property that 50% of the times, the marble passes straight and in the other 50%, it deviates
the marble (randomly). In red, we have two barriers which direct the marble towards the second separator heavenly. In dark blue, we represent the possible trajectories of the marble and, in green and yellow, we have two
containers that collect them. Let us examine what we expect that it happens during this experiment and what are
instead the unexpected true results. We throw many marbles, making sure that the next ball is not thrown before
the previous one has arrived at one of the two containers. Note that the path length is equal in both the cases.
According to our intuition a marble after the first separator has a 50% of probability to pass straight. When it
reaches the second separator, the marble has 50% of probability ending up in the yellow container and 50% in
the green container (overall 25% will go to the yellow container and 25% to the green one). The same is true
even if the marble takes the horizontal path after the first separator, that is to say, it has 25% of probability ending up in the yellow container and 25% in the green one.
So throwing many balls, always one at a time, our expectations of finding them in the yellow container will be
25% + 25% = 50% and in the green container of 25% + 25% = 50%.
Instead, according to quantum mechanics and performing the experimental verification of our expectations,
we discover a strange result: no marble is finite in the yellow container, but all in the green.
Let us sketch what happens according to quantum mechanics.
In the so called Mach-Zehnder interferometer we have five elements (see Figure 3 and Figure 4).
We have a source that emits a particle at a time, two separators semitransparent beam (called Beam Splitter,
or BS), two mirrors that deflect the direction of propagation of the particles, two detectors and a “differentiator”
walk (see the Figure 3 and Figure 4). The particles that protrude from the source are microscopic, for example
photons or neutrons.
We go through the interferometer many particles. We know that the beam splitters are balanced, that is, a particle that arrives at the first beam splitter has 50% of probability of continue straight and 50% to be deflected
downward. Intuitively we can think that half reach the detector D1 and the other half reach the detector D2.

Figure 2. A rough scheme of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
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Figure 3. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

Figure 4. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer with modified pattern.

Quantum mechanics and experimental verifications demonstrate us that this never happens: all particles are detected in D1 and not in D2.
Since we have been through a lot of particles through the interferometer, we can say (classically) that surely
some will be passed from the path A and other from the path B to get to the BS2. At this point we repeat the experience but with a variant: introduce a suitable variation of the path on the way B, as shown in Figure 4. In this
case, all the particles are detected in D2, that is, the opposite situation to the previous one (without modification
of the path).Yet we have introduced the amendment on an only path (B), and then at least the particles (in the
first experiment should be passed from path A to arrive at the detector D1) should not have been affected by the
change included in B; so we should expect to find some particles also in D1. Since the interferometer passes one
particle at a time we can also exclude that we had effects due to collective bumps or other.
Therefore we have to conclude that the change of pattern in B also influences the pattern in A.
We have to give the explanation. We have a system with two alternatives. The possible results with the detectors are two: the particle is detected (which attribute the value 1) or not (value 0).
Since to each detector we associate the possible results (1) or (0), we have
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0 0
1 0
D2: X = 

 ; D1: Y = 
0 1
0 0
X is the quantum observable connected to the device D2 that is able to detect in accord to the direction x while
instead Y is the quantum observable connected to the device D1 according to the direction y.
On this point let us make a detailed statement.
In accord with our precedent studies on quantum cognition and, in particular on those performed by using the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer, we have to highlight that quantum theory has its origin in the logic and thus in
cognition rather than in matter. We obtained a first demonstration using logic statements and emphasizing that
they are subjected to quantum interference as well as matter. The second demonstration was obtained just by
using the Mach-Zehnder interferometer that we are using in the present paper [15]. We concluded on the logical
origins of quantum mechanics and about the basic foundation that, according to such results, it is not true the
thesis that matter and mental entities (i.e. perception and cognition) exist in our reality independently. We concluded that there are stages of our reality in which we cannot conceive “matter per se” that is to, independently
from cognition we have about it [15]-[17] [20] [45] [46]. When matter is engaged (as example light targeting our
eyes), we have to consider simultaneously the physical process in itself and the mental perceptive and the cognitive function that of course are simultaneously activated. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer involves not only a
physical device but also a detailed cognitive scheme.
This is the basic result that we will apply in the present paper.
We have introduced here the observables X and Y. We have to outline here that, using Clifford algebra, they
are the basic idempotents
X=

1 − e3
1 + e3
and Y =
2
2

These are idempotents in Clifford algebra and as such they represent logic statements. Logic statements imply
the direct role of the cognition.
Let us indicate the states on x and on y respectively as
1

0

ψ x =   and ψ y =  
0
1
as it is immediate to obtain by application of X on ψ x and Y on ψ y
The initial state (before the particle reaches BS1) is indicated by us obviously by ψ x .
Therefore we have ψ in = ψ x .
The state after BS1 is obviously a quantum state of superposition that we have discussed in detail previously.
Consequently we write

ψ=
αψ x + βψ y
out
where α and β are probability amplitudes with α and β the two corresponding probabilities as
previously explained.
In order to estimate the ψ out we have first of all to estimate the pattern of the state and this is obtained in
quantum mechanics by application of the Pattern Evolution Operator on ψ in relating the BS so that we write
2

2

ψ out = U BSψ in
where
a b
U BS = 

c d

We write ψ out in the following explicit manner

ψ
=
out

tψ x + r eiφψ y

iϕ
where we have considered α = t eiϕ1 and β = r e 2 and ϕ
= ϕ2 − ϕ1 .
Considering
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ψ out = U BSψ in

we finally obtain

t
U BS = 
i 1− t


i 1− t 

t 

that is still the Clifford member U BS = t + i 1 − te1
The mirrors are no more than a particular case of the BS obtained by posing r = 0 .
We have now all the elements to estimate the final state ψ out .
When the pattern is modified we have

ψ out = eiϕψ in
and the pattern evolution operator is

 eiϕ
U =
 0

0

0

that is still the Clifford member
 1 + e3 
U = eiϕ 

 2 

In conclusion we have the final state as pattern evolution of the initial state

ψ fin = U finψ in
and following the pattern of the particle we have that U fin will be given from the first BS passage followed
from the passage by the mirror, followed still by the modified pattern (phase) and finally by BS. In conclusion
we have that

U fin = U ( BS2 )U ( mirror )U ( phase )U ( BS1)
with

U fin

iϕ

1  1+ e
= −
2  i 1 − eiϕ


(

)

−i 1 − eiϕ 

iϕ

1+ e


(

)

((

) (

that is still the Clifford member.
U fin =
−

) )

1
1 + eiϕ + 1 − eiϕ e2
2

The final state may be calculated as

ψ fin = U finψ in
and we obtain

ψ fin =
−eiϕ 2 cos (ϕ 2 )ψ x + eiϕ 2 sen (ϕ 2 )ψ y
and the probabilities to find the particle in D1 or in D2 are respectively
Prob (Y= 1=
)

1
(1 − cos ϕ )
2

Pr ob ( X= 1=
)

1
(1 + cos ϕ )
2

and

The results are now in perfect accord with the experimental verification.
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If the phase ϕ = 0 is equal to zero, all the particles will be in D2 while instead if the phase is ϕ = π all the
particles will be in D1. For intermediated values of ϕ , we have probabilities of finding particles in D1 and D2.
This is confirmed in all from the experimental results.
We must necessarily introduce a brief note of clarification. In the preceding lines, we have made extensive
use of developments in mathematics and physics, and we understand that this development could lead to difficulties in understanding in scholars who have not direct mathematical and physical competence. We have done
this for rigor exposure. However, the reader is interested only in the evaluation of the probabilities that the marble reaches the two containers and then the reader can safely ignore the mathematical and physical detailed developments and consider only the last two formulas that express the two probabilities.
Let us examine now the quantum neurological connections.
The corresponding brain circuit is just the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (Figure 5).
V1 and the Brodmann area 20 act as 50% reflector beamsplitters and the secondary visual cortex (V2) and
associative visual cortex (V3 - V4) act as 100% reflector beamsplitters.
Let us explain the reason because we include in the analysis these structures. In humans, to date it has been
described that at least two dozen richly interconnected visual areas outside V1 [47] are involved in a dorsal and
ventral stream. The first process information about the localization of objects and are mostly found in the posterior/superior part of the brain, and the latter, which forms conscious representations of the identity of objects, are
mostly found in the posterior/inferior part of the brain and is the stream we have included in our model.
Although about half of the cortex is involved in visual processing, V1 represents a crucial node as the primary
distributor of almost all visual information that reaches other cortical areas. It is possibly the best characterized
area of primate cortex also if its direct contribution to conscious visual experience remains still some times controversial. V1 occupies most of the surface of the occipital lobe and its anatomical structure is very similar to the
rest of the neocortex: it is divided into six layers distinguished both by the type of neurons that it contains (i.e.
stellate, pyramidal cells) and by the connections that it makes with other areas of the brain. This is the area in
which the cortex begins to reconstitute the image from the retina, and it exerts profound transformations on the
information that comes from the thalamus.
V1 sends a large proportion of connections to neurons located in the secondary visual cortex (V2) that corresponds to Brodmann’s area 18 containing a retinotopic mapping of the contralateral visual hemifield. Next, V2
send fibers to V3, mainly found in the same Brodmann’s area, and V4, found in the Brodmann’s area 19. Both,
V3 and V4, are involved in the elaboration of increasingly complex, specialized representations of the outside
world. Finally, connections reach Brodmann area 20, part of the fusiform gyrus, which is particularly associated
with higher processing of visual stimuli participating in the integration of visual elements into perceptual wholes
(single objects). Following such profile neurological level brain creates an awareness of the external world
through vision (Figure 6).
In the neurobiology of cognition, there are two main proposals about visual information processing and
awareness, considering here visual awareness as the specific contents of consciousness for items in immediate
sight. The first one, hierarchical models, establish that our cortex analyzes visual inputs from down to top, that is,
at increasing levels of complexity and specificity, being the input accessible to awareness only at higher levels

Figure 5. Quantum neurological model.
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of connections between a subset of cortical visual areas.

of the visual processing system corresponding to higher levels of visual cortex. It doesn’t mean that the neural
activity in V1 is insignificant, but implies that it is important only to maintain normal vision and has no function
in representing conscious visual information, probably due to its lack of direct projections to prefrontal cortex
[48].
Interactive models, meanwhile, proposed that all cortical visual areas are involved directly in visual awareness by forming dynamic recurrent circuits, included V1which through reciprocal connections with many extrastriate areas maintains a visual representation in awareness [49]. The consequence deriving from this approach is that, in these models, the question of what areas are considered top and bottom acquire a new significance; in regard to V1, for example, it exerts veto power over higher areas, modulating their activity and, therefore, having a crucial role in the visual information processing system. The role of V1 in our model follows this
criterion: the cortical gate of visual system represents the first profound transformation of the information that,
as a last resort, reaches the area 20 to generate a perceptual whole.
Although it has been established that V2, V3 and V4 act as integration areas, in our model we consider that the
degree of integration is smaller than that carried out in V1 and in the area 20 and, therefore, we model V2-V3-V4
as a 100% beams plitters integration process and V1 and area 20 as a 50% beamsplitters (significant integration
process). The theoretical (and quantitative) question derived from the fact that an area is able to act as a beamsplitter is resolved by several neuropsychological studies [50]-[53] that suggest that, for example, in V1 is not
necessary to recruit the whole area to generate a percept, but only the activity of a subset of neurons is crucial to
the conscious perception of a stimulus, as establishes the dynamic core hypothesis [54], that is to say that the
ability to act as a beamsplitters could not be present in all cells.
We can summarize the complete proposed model by the following complete scheme (Figure 7) that integrates
the previous one but does not modify our previous formal derivation
This is finally the quantum neurological model that we propose the explanation of the mechanism of the ambiguous figures and in particular the case of the Dalmatian dog.
As repeatedly outlined in the previous sections, one of the ways to analyze how the brain processes visual information is to employ ambiguous figures. We repeat here that these kind of figures have been widely used in
research paradigms during the last two centuries and result in rivalry with spontaneous alternation between two
percepts, as we can see in the Rubin’s face or in the Necker cube, that allows us to conclude that a mental representation of a perceived object is unique even if we may be aware of the possible ambiguity of any given representation [11] [13]-[16] [26] [28]. However, sometimes ambiguity is not presented as mutually exclusive percepts that could alternate under the viewer’s eye but one of the percepts prevails over the other, as it happens in
the figure of the Dalmatian dog where we can determine the presence of one defined percept (a dog figure) and
one undefined (spots) (see Figure 8).
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Figure 7. Complete quantum neurological model.

Figure 8. The Dalmatian dog as example of an ambiguous figure.

We intend to outline here also that it has been frequently used by the Gestalt psychology being a clear example of the fact that, although an individual can potentially have multiple representations of a given choice situation, it can attend finally to only one representation at any given time, that is, there is a coexistence of a potential,
followed from an actual state of consciousness according to the quantum model that we have elaborated in our
studies.
To conclude assuming all our previous studies we have to outline that our Mach-Zenhder interferometer runs
at brain level in the following manner. The ambiguous figure gives the material input that is elaborated in the V1;
V2/V3/V4; A20 as perceptive-cognitive function that is elaborated according to the rules of quantum mechanics
and therefore responding to quantum superposition at the levels of BS splitter and as simple phase of the wave
function at the levels of V2, V3 and V4.
Generally speaking we explain the case of the ambiguous figures as well as the particular case of the Dalmatian dog. The probabilities to obtain a final awareness state confined in D1 or D2 are given, as previously derived, by
Pr ob (Y= 1=
)

1
(1 − cos ϕ )
2

Pr ob ( X= 1=
)

1
(1 + cos ϕ )
2

and

In the case of the ambiguous figures we have values of ϕ that oscillate in the interval (0, π ) and finally,
under the influence of the awareness decay in a given time interval to a value of 0 or to π . In the case of the
Dalmatian dog the decay happens instead systematically to the π value.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have reassumed the foundations of quantum cognition that we have given starting with our experimental and theoretical studies through the use of ambiguous figures. We have outlined that some basic principles of quantum mechanics as the superposition quantum principle, the collapse of the wave function, the intrinsic indetermination as outlined from this theory and, finally, quantum interference effects, enter in a fundamental manner during the perceptive and cognitive performance in brain dynamics in humans Here we can ask
ourselves what is the meaning of Quantum Cognition. It is known that there are many theories about cognition
and brain. In addition to those quoted at the beginning, we remember, for instance, the QFT based-study on
neuronal collective behaviors [55] [56]. In our work, we used the basic formalism of the non-relativistic QM in
Clifford Version. This choice is functional to a simple as well as general message of epistemic nature, i.e. QM is
a system theory of contextual information. In particular, QM indicates that in many situations the indifference
principle of the system state with respect to an observer, typical of the classic systems, must be given up and we
have to adopt an approach that takes into account that the closure relation is only valid for the eingenvalues. It
implies a choice that fixes in a global way our knowledge of the system state. We could say that our idea about
the ambiguous figures is that of an objective theory of a cognitive “collapse” [57]-[59] for the QM as General
Systems Theory and the role of Clifford Algebra see [60].
In order to give further support to our results, in addition to the mention of our previous experimental results,
we have introduced those of a new experiment by using ambiguous figures. In our previous experiments, we selected two groups of subjects and to the first group we posed the task on an ambiguous figure, posing only two
alternatives, to answer (+) or (−), to the second group we first asked to answer to a submitted second ambiguous
figure and soon after to the same ambiguous figure given to the first group. In the case of the present experiment,
we modified the structure of the experimentation in the sense that to the second group we presented an ambiguous figure but this time we did not ask to answer but only to look at. Soon after, we gave the subsequent
ambiguous figure, asking to the subjects to answer. Also in this last version of the experiment, we verified experimentally the important presence of the quantum interference during perception and cognition of ambiguous
figures confirming the elective role of such effect of quantum interference and the fundamental result that, at the
level of our awareness, also consciousness responds to the basic rules of quantum mechanics.
Encouraged from such last results, we described a neurological quantum model of perceptive-cognitive functions in ambiguous figures using what we previously introduced in our previous study. In detail, we used a celebrated device of physics that was the Mach-Zehnder interferometer and for the first time we were able to reformulate a whole neurological model developed in strong analogy with the above mentioned device. Our efforts in
the present paper were dedicated to the analysis at the neurological level identifying that brain areas V1 and A20
function as BS splitter while instead V2/V3/V4 function as mirrors. The results of our elaboration appear to be
of valuable interest because this formulation explains, for the first time, the basic mechanism involved in brain
dynamics during perception and cognition of ambiguous figures including also the particular case of the Dalmatian dog.
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